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Rivers touch our daily lives in many obvious, 
and some quite subtle, ways. We all know 
they provide water for us to drink and help 
grow our food. But there is so much more to 
rivers. If managed properly they can deliver 
natural flood protection, they can help 
educate our children, provide recreational 
opportunities and even promote our 
wellbeing. Pretty important things, rivers!

So, why do we need a plan ‘To Save The 
Eden’? Surely something this important 
should be in the rudest of health? If only. 

The Eden, like many other rivers in the 
UK, is under pressure. That pressure 
comes from me, you, all of society and the 
demands it places on our natural resources. 
Intensive agriculture, sewage, septic 
tanks, urbanisation, invasive species and 
sometimes just neglect and ignorance  
have all taken their toll.

Like you, I am guessing that you will share 
my scepticism when it comes to words like 
‘plan’ and ‘strategy’. Over the years I have 
witnessed many that have failed to deliver, 
often driven by a lack of ambition, mediocre 
targets and inadequate resources. This leads 
to missed opportunities, poor outcomes and 
initiative fatigue. 

Let me tell you why this plan is different 
and, more importantly, why you should  
get involved…

We urgently need to work together to 
safeguard the future of the Eden. Eden 
Rivers Trust is co-ordinating the Save The 
Eden Plan, putting local organisations and 
communities in charge of planning the 
future of the river, something that I think is 
very exciting. We don’t have all the answers, 
no organisation does, but we are committed 
to doing our bit to make things better. This 
may result in some unlikely alliances but  
it’s people who save rivers and not plans!

With your help we can deliver practical, 
innovative, real world solutions that are good 
for wildlife, people and the local economy. 

If we get behind this, I am convinced that 
our children will grow up in a world where 
a magical, mysterious and inspirational 
Eden will flourish. I only have to think how 
my spirits are lifted when I witness an 
otter and her cubs playing in the shallows 
or the electric blue flash of a high octane 
kingfisher, to know how just important all  
of this is. Just imagine how we would all  
feel if we lost it.

forEword

pEoplE lovE rivErs and thEy  
don’t makE ‘Em anymorE. two  
simplE, yEt undEniablE facts. 

but why do wE lovE rivErs?  
lEt’s dElvE a littlE dEEpEr…

simon Johnson, 
dirEctor, EdEn rivErs trust

my hope is that you'll 
read this plan and  
work with us to make  
it a reality.
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catchmEnt 
arEa

 thE EdEn catchmEnt is homE 
 to 150,000 pEoplE and thE 
 population is ExpEctEd to risE 
 by 10-20,000 in thE nExt 20 yEars.

 thE EdEn is 80 milEs long from 
 hEllgill forcE to thE solway, 
 and covErs 850 squarE milEs.

 thE watEr bodiEs in thE 
 catchmEnt havE a combinEd 
 lEngth of morE than 1,550 milEs.

 97% of thE catchmEnt is utilisEd 
 by agriculturE, which Employs 
 morE than 5,000 pEoplE.

 thErE arE morE than 200,000  
 cattlE in thE catchmEnt, 
 nEarly 900,000 shEEp, morE than 
 30,000 pigs and approximatEly 
 2 million poultry animals.

 7 million pEoplE visit thE 
 catchmEnt pEr yEar sustaining 
 8,800 Jobs – thE quality of thE 
 EnvironmEnt is a kEy rEason 
 for thEir visits.

Hadrian's  
Wall

North  
Pennines

Yorkshire 
Dales

Lake 
District

Solway  
Firth
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plan on 
a pagE

why arE wE  
doing this?
In 2012, the Government tasked Eden 
Rivers Trust with exploring how a third sector 
local organisation could develop a plan for 
the catchment that would be significantly 
better at engaging communities than 
previous statutory plans. This document 
is the result of that process. If you are 
expecting a technical document that says 
exactly what everyone will do and where, you 
will be disappointed – this is about pausing 
and thinking about the bigger picture of how 
we deliver fundamental changes by 2027.

why do wE nEEd a plan? 
The Eden catchment is made up of 98 
water bodies. It is home to 150,000 people, 
visited by millions more, but crucially it also 
supplies water to millions of other people 
across the North West of England. To meet 
the legal requirements of the EU Water 
Framework Directive (WFD), by 2027 all 
water bodies (or at least all of those that 
haven’t got a very good excuse) have to  
be in ‘good’ or ‘high’ ecological condition. 
At the moment only 41% are in ‘good’ 
condition. Someone has to work out how  
to improve the status of these water bodies. 
This requires practical solutions that are 
compatible with people living, working  
and playing here.

thE EvidEncE for  
what’s wrong
The evidence and analysis of why they 
are failing is complicated, and needs 
development. Key pressures are sewage 
treatment works, agriculture, septic tanks,  
road run-off, abandoned mines and 
contaminated land, the impact of water 
abstraction on flow, human modification 
of water channels for flood protection, 
land drainage, road and rail infrastructure, 
barriers to fish migration and damage to 
riverbanks. That's you, me and our day-to-
day lives… the only bad guys in this are us.

doEs anyonE rEally carE?
Yes. We asked over 1,000 people,  
face-to-face or online, whether and why they 
care about rivers and how a plan might work. 
This overwhelmingly showed that people 
here care deeply about their rivers and lakes. 
People told us that they care about things 
that aren’t really critical to WFD: beauty, 
wildlife, access and having water for them to 
use. Our catchment community wants a plan 
that is about these things as well. So our 
plan is going to be about what people care 
about, the necessary WFD requirements, 
and achieving other parallel standards like 
those in the Habitats Directive. Where there 
are different standards we will pursue the 
highest one possible.

taking catchmEnt  
planning to thE pEoplE
But, critically, our 1,000+ consultees also 
told us that they were confused by the 
‘experts’, unable to understand the jargon, 
and needed better explanations of what was 
wrong, of the evidence, and what they could 
do about it. To engage non-specialists in 
Eden we believe you have to ‘translate’ the 
technical information for four key audiences:  
 

1 farmers 

2 communities

3  organisations that invest  
in the catchment

4 planners and politicians

  
Each group needs a clear explanation of 
the issues, a chance to engage on their own 
terms, a chance to add to or question the 
evidence, and bespoke support to help them 
achieve changes if, or when, they accept the 
implications of the evidence. 

building a partnErship  
to add valuE
This plan sets out a robust structure for 
achieving changes that builds on existing 
knowledge and initiatives. The first step is  
to establish a catchment coalition to work  
up the technical plan between 2013 and 
2015. The finished plan will be completed 
in 2015 and will be about how to get all (or 
as many as humanly possible) water bodies 
to good status by 2027. We propose the 
following objectives:

1 a water-friendly planning system

2 a resilient network of habitats

3 a dynamic and more natural river system

4  a river for people: accessible, 
fun and culturally vibrant

5 a water-friendly farming catchment

6 a knowledgeable and water-friendly  
 end-user community

7 Joined up thinking at a catchment  
 (and end-user) scale

if this plan is to be more than ‘just words’ 
it will require commitment to develop it 
over the next three years, and to implement 
it to 2027. this doesn’t require vast new 
amounts of money, just better co-ordination 
of existing investment. we want you to help 
us develop this plan. it won’t be easy, but 
we can do it. this can be about enabling real 
changes. forget the eu’s wfd, we need a 
catchment plan because this is a great river, 
and the people here want it to stay great.

we need  
your help

what is this?

this is a manifEsto for how wE can 
improvE thE Ecological and social 
valuE of a grEat rivEr, its lakEs and 
tributariEs – thE EdEn catchmEnt.
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"  wE'rE likE most farmErs, 
wE'rE not pErfEct, but  
wE carE dEEply about  
thE EnvironmEnt, and  
wE do our bEst to bE  
good stEwards of it."

  JamEs rainE, fog closE farm,  
kirkoswald

it's pEoplE who savE 
rivErs, not plans...
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why thE plan 
is nEEdEd
Before we can come up with a plan to save 
the Eden we need to understand the current 
health of our water environment. We need 
to know where it’s not healthy and identify 
what’s wrong with it. To help us do this the 
Environment Agency classifies our rivers 
against whether they are achieving the 
targets we expect in terms of wildlife, habitat 
and water quality. The overall target is Good 
ecological status; that is a water environment 
with only minor deviation from pristine 
condition. Every water body is ranked at one 
of five-tiers of status: High, Good, Moderate, 
Poor and Bad.

In addition, 19% are classified as being 
artificial or heavily modified – rivers and 
still waters which have been significantly 
impacted by human engineering, e.g. 
straightened, dammed, and embanked,  
and which cannot or should not be reversed, 
for example Haweswater Reservoir. In these 
cases the target is to meet Good ecological 
potential by lessening the impact of the 
modification, for example, by providing 
adequate compensation flow from a  
dam structure.

rEasons for failurE
so, why do so many of our rivers and  
lakes fail to reach good ecological status  
or favourable condition? 

In some cases there may be just one reason 
for failure that is relatively simple to identify, 
for example, heavy metal contamination from 
a disused mine. In other cases there may 
be several potential sources of a pollutant 
which need investigating – are high levels of 
phosphate coming from agriculture, septic 
tanks or sewage treatment works? But, more 
often than not, a river will fail as a result of 
the complex interaction of several pressures, 
both current and historic. This is especially 
true for failures linked to biological 
elements, which are often the most difficult 
to untangle and understand. 

The reasons for failure have been identified 
by routine monitoring, computer modelling, 
walkover surveys, academic research and 
local knowledge. The Environment Agency’s 
current understanding is contained in a 
database and series of desk-based studies 
for each water body. The ‘How the plan will 
work’ chapter sets out how we think we can 
build on this knowledge through peer review, 
ground truthing and, most importantly, 
testing by the local community. This will 
allow us to develop a more certain picture  
of reasons for failure and the solutions that 
will address the key issues.

spEcial arEa of 
consErvation
The River Eden is hugely 
important for nature and wildlife 
and, for this reason, much of 
the river and its tributaries 
has been designated a Special 
Area of Conservation (SAC) 
(or ‘Protected Area’ as it is 
also known) under a piece of 
European legislation called 
the Habitats Directive. The 
Protected Area is divided into 
39 units and has been classified 
into three tiers of condition. 
These are ‘Unfavourable No 
Change’ (23%); ‘Unfavourable 
Recovering’ (54%); and 
‘Favourable’ (23%). In many 
cases the conservation objectives 
set for the Protected Area are 
more stringent than the standard 
targets for all rivers. This is 
why you will see some rivers 
on the map that are classified 
in Good ecological status but 
unfavourable condition. Where 
there are two standards the plan 
will aim for the higher of the two.

classification map
how does the classification work?

The current, baseline classification was 
produced by the Environment Agency in 
2009. This wasn’t an easy task; it involved 
adapting historic monitoring programmes 
to new ways of classifying rivers. Some 
elements were measured for the first  
time, for others it was the first time that  
monitoring had been undertaken on  
a wide scale.

To produce the classification, the 
Environment Agency monitors a range of  
river quality indicators and assesses whether 
these reach the targets they expect. These 
include biological elements such as fish, 
algae, aquatic plants and insects; water 
quality elements such as pH, dissolved 
oxygen, phosphate, ammonia; specific 
pollutants such as heavy metals, pesticides 
and hydrocarbons; and physical habitat 
elements such as river flow and morphology.  
The overall ecological status is then based  
on the lowest scoring element, in what is 
called a one-out-all-out system. Therefore,  
if all elements are Good apart from one 
element that is scored as Moderate, the 
overall ecological classification for that  
river or lake will be Moderate. 

It’s important to know that not all elements 
have been measured within all water bodies 
and that there are questions and debate 
over the certainty of the classification and 
the representativeness of the models and 
monitoring sites used. However, work is 
ongoing by the Environment Agency to 
improve the classification tools, widen the 
monitoring programme, and make better 
use of other organisations' data, to plug 
the gaps, and to provide a more robust and 
representative classification for the next 
baseline in 2015. There will always be 
limitations with the data, but what we need 
is enough data to have sufficient certainty 
that the classification is correct and that  
we can justify actions.

the eden is in good condition, right?  
no. actually it’s rather grim reading.
52 rivers and 6 still waters (59% of the 98 water 
bodies) fail to achieve good ecological status.  
no water bodies reach high status. 41% are in good 
condition, 46% moderate, 12% poor and only 1% bad.

high

good

moderate

poor

bad

41%

0%

46%

12%

1%
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watEr 
framEwork 
dirEctivE 
ExplainEd

prEssurEs

what wE arE about to  
Explain will not bE thE most 
Exciting bit of this plan,  
but you nEEd to know about 
it, so bEar with us…
The catalyst for this plan was a piece of 
rather dull-sounding, but rather important, 
EU legislation called the ‘Water Framework 
Directive’ (WFD for short). WFD is the 
most substantial piece of water legislation 
ever produced by the EU and will provide 
the major driver for achieving sustainable 
management of water in the UK and other 
Member States for many years to come. It 
requires that all inland and coastal waters 
must reach at least ‘good’ ecological status 
by 2027. ‘Good ecological status’ may sound 
like jargon but it’s basically a measure of  
the health of the river system by measuring 
key chemical and biological factors. It also 
sets a series of environmental objectives  
and ecological targets for surface waters. 

WFD has been signed up to by the UK 
government and if you use water (and we  
all do), it’s going to affect you. With so many 
water bodies currently beneath ‘good’ status, 

pEoplE prEssurE
Everyone who lives and works in, or visits, 
the catchment potentially has a negative 
impact on its water or ecological status. 
Even though a lot of the Eden catchment 
has a very low population density – some  
of the lowest densities in the UK – people 
still impose significant pressures, even in  
a rural area like this. 

We all drink and use water – more than you 
might think. Everything we pour or flush 
down our drains, from washing powders to 
sewage, can damage the river if not treated 
properly. In rural areas such as ours, one 
of the major pressures on the river today 
comes from unsewered communities, many 
of which have inferior or poorly maintained 
septic tanks or treatment works. There 
may only be 150,000 people living in the 
catchment, but we have several million 
visitors each year. This puts even more 
pressure on our rural sewage systems, 
particularly in tourist hot spots, and can  
lead to water quality issues. 

a bEginnEr’s guidE to thE 
prEssurEs on thE EdEn
Our work with a range of stakeholders  
during the last year has been about 
identifying clearly the key pressures faced 
by the Eden. We have boiled these down 
to seven key pressures that are resulting in 
Eden’s less-than-perfect ecological status. 
Getting the Eden into a good status that  
we can all be proud of will require us to 
address these pressures.

The good news is that all of these seven 
pressures can be addressed, and the 
solutions are not always expensive or 
complicated. We just have to be willing to 
acknowledge them, and then care enough  
to work together to address them. It's not 
rocket science.

meeting WFD targets by 2027 is going to 
require some major changes – the choice is 
whether we do it smart or do it dumb. WFD 
requires catchments to have a plan, and to 
renew it every six years. Our target is to have 
our plan fully completed by 2015 to dovetail 
with other critical plans. 

WFD has a specific article (Article 14) that 
requires all Member States to genuinely 
consult with the people who live, work and 
play in river catchments. Not the usual 
window-dressing seen-it-all-before-you’re-
not-really-listening consultation stuff, but 
genuine engagement with communities. 
The plan you are reading resulted from the 
UK Government giving a handful of non-
governmental organisations the opportunity 
to do catchment planning, to see if they 
could genuinely engage with communities. 
We think we’ve risen to that challenge and 
have created a process for developing the 
full plan in the next three years that will be 
community based.

By listening to people we have heard loud 
and clear that they want a plan for the 
Eden that is more than about meeting the 
sometimes narrow ecological and chemical 
requirements of WFD; the people of our 
catchment want a plan for the river that 
both helps it meet WFD, but also gives 
them a river and landscape that is rich in 
wildlife, remains a thing of beauty, continues 
to give them the water they need for their 
businesses, homes and recreation, and  
lastly that is as accessible as possible.

Abstracting water for people to use also 
affects the health of the river system in a 
range of ways. Reservoirs and abstraction 
structures can cause major barriers to fish 
passage, they can also prevent the natural 
downstream movement of river cobbles and 
gravels damaging river habitat. If too little 
water is left in streams and rivers, or the 
natural ‘flow variability’ is lost then habitat 
is damaged and wildlife can die. Whilst the 
local population is low, millions more in  
the Greater Manchester area are dependent 
on drinking water abstracted from the  
Eden catchment. This means that up to  
420 million litres of water are abstracted 
from Haweswater and the River Eden each 
day – that’s a lot of water to take out of a  
river system. 

There are plans for an additional  
10-20,000 people to live in the catchment 
in the next 20 years, with particular growth 
in and around Carlisle. 20,000 extra people 
will place significant pressure on the existing 
infrastructure. 20,000 people consume a 
lot of water, and produce a lot of dirty water. 
Expansion of the urban, concrete area will 
also lead to more rapid surface run-off. 
Without sympathetic development and 
the addition of effective green spaces this 
growth may result in overwhelmed sewage 
systems, poor water quality and greater flood 
risk. These challenges can be met, but they 
require intelligent design of the growth areas 
based on an understanding of water issues. 

our plan  
is more than  
wfd alone.  
we call it  
wfd+
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commErcial prEssurEs
This is a working landscape where many 
tens of thousands of people earn their 
living, many of them from land-based 
industries. Approximately 97% of the 
catchment is farmed in one way or another, 
or used for other economic activities like 
forestry, tourism or shooting. One of the 
key challenges of a catchment plan is 
that individuals or businesses are often 
constrained by their need to make a profit 
from their land. Businesses in the catchment 
are overwhelmingly small, by national 
standards, and more likely to be family 
owned and run. Local businesses are also 
affected heavily by commodity prices, so 
the global price of milk or lamb may dictate 
whether a farm business invests in upgrading 
their buildings or waste infrastructure. Any 
catchment planning needs to be sensitive 
to these realities, and should be designed 
to co-ordinate investment for nudging 
businesses closer to the ideal, by providing 
accessible, understandable and fit-for-
purpose support.

biological thrEats
The Eden, like many other rivers, is now 
significantly affected by the increasingly 
global spread of flora and fauna species. 
A number of plant ‘invasive species’ are 
already established on the Eden, and 
doing significant harm. Himalayan Balsam, 
Japanese Knotweed and Giant Hogweed 
all outcompete native species and leave 
exposed riverbanks open to soil erosion in 
the winter. This soil washes into the river 
where it can damage the habitat for fish 
and other species. The Eden is also one 
of the last strongholds of the native white-
clawed crayfish. Their continued existence 
is threatened by the arrival of signal 
crayfish, which have wiped out entire native 
populations elsewhere in the UK through 
competition for resources and also through 
the fungal infection, crayfish plague. The 
Eden’s fish stocks are also at risk from a 
range of fish diseases. The key point is 
that this threat comes partly from all of 
us – we brought these alien species to the 
catchment for our ponds or gardens, and if 
we’re not careful we will, in our ignorance, 
bring other problems in the future. And 
some of the potential future ‘nasties’ should 
give everyone food for thought: it is now 
estimated that 70% of the biomass in the 
River Rhine is made up of masses of ‘killer 
shrimp’ that are wiping out native species.

climatE changE 

Climate change poses particular threats to 
the Eden and its communities. The extreme 
flood and drought events we have witnessed 
in the past decade are glimpses of what 
might become more familiar in the future. 
The human and economic cost of floods, 
such as those in Carlisle in 2005 (the worst 
floods since 1822), are massive – estimated 
at £250 million. The floods saw 180mm of 
rainfall in one day. Around 1,800 properties 
were flooded, three people lost their lives, 
and more than 70 people sustained injuries. 
Subsequently in 2010 the Environment 
Agency implemented a £38 million flood 
alleviation scheme that protects 1,500 
properties using 10km of raised flood 
defences. The scheme was completed  
as a result of new information on flooding 
levels and climate change projections.  
So, everyone in the catchment has an 
interest in making it more resilient and 
robust to adapt to, and mitigate the effects 
of, possible climate changes. The smaller 
streams in the headwaters face perhaps the 
greatest ecological threat from a 1-2 degree 
rise in environmental temperature: because 
they lack the volume of water, and also too 
frequently the vital shade of trees to retain  
a moderate temperature for local species 
when faced with a warmer environment. 
Little streams heat up quicker than big  
ones, or lakes.

transport and 
infrastructurE
Even though the Eden catchment is one 
of the least populated and most rural 
areas in the UK, it does not escape from 
the transport pressures that are usually 
associated with major urban areas. The  
M6, A6, A66 and West Coast Main Line  
rail route all cut a corridor through the Eden 
Valley and run alongside either the Eden  
or its tributaries for many miles. Other main 
roads and dual carriageways carve through 
the rest of the catchment. The impact of the 
M6 in particular is high on some stretches 
of river, and in the past has been the source 
of pollution incidents. The age of the M6 
means that drainage and settlement ponds 
were not given the consideration they 
would be on a newer stretch of road, and 
retrofitting solutions is often deemed to be 
not ‘cost effective’ compared with the needs 
of other even more traffic dense stretches 
of road nationally. The construction of these 
roads and railways often included alterations 
to rivers, such as straightening and 
embankments, with new barriers created for 
migratory fish and the loss of vital habitat.  
In recent years great progress has been made 
by the emergency services at preventing 
potential pollution incidents from escalating, 
but real risks still exist of a major incident, 
or simply from increasing traffic volume over 
time leading to increased run-off of dirty 
water into rivers.

approximately 97% of the 
catchment is farmed in one 
way or another.

the human and economic 
cost of floods, such 
as those in carlisle in 
2005 (the worst floods 
since 1822), are massive – 
estimated at £250 million.

it is now estimated that 70% 
of the biomass in the river 
rhine is made up of masses 
of ‘killer shrimp’ that are 
wiping out native species.

the age of the m6 means  
that drainage and 
settlement ponds were not 
given the consideration 
they would be on a newer 
stretch of road.
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our four 
audiEncEs 
ExplainEd
hErE is thE rEality chEck 
for EvEryonE involvEd in 
catchmEnt planning or rivEr 
rEstoration work… no-onE 
ElsE knows what wE arE 
talking about! 
We spoke to more than 1,000 people  
about the plan and they told us something 
simple but of fundamental importance –  
the language we use does not work for  
them, they simply don’t recognise or 
understand the terms that specialists use.  
Phrases such as ‘point source pollution’, 
‘diffuse pollution’, ‘ecosystem services’, 
‘acidification’, ‘morphological alterations’  
or ‘riparian habitat’ just won’t work. To most 
people it's gobbledygook. It suggests that 
caring about rivers is just for professors,  
and this isn’t what we want.

This is a classic example of what sociologists 
call an ‘insider dialogue’ – one group of 
people talking about a thing in a way that 
only they understand. That’s fine if only a 
few dozen specialists need to speak to, and 
understand, each other, but it becomes a 
fatal flaw when we try to go one step further 
and talk to many thousands of people. 

The people we spoke to wanted this 
presented in simple terms, with a dialogue 
built around simple questions and answers:

prEssurEs on thE  
migratory fish stocks
Populations of migratory fish in the Eden, 
like many rivers in North West Europe, are 
struggling to meet their conservation targets. 
Pressures in the freshwater phase of fish 
migrations are well documented and include 
habitat loss, barriers, weirs, hydropower 
turbines and pollution. However, in many 
cases declines of migratory fish populations 
are caused by factors in the marine as well 
as the freshwater environment. The Eden 
and its tributaries are part of a global water 
ecosystem. Some of our most iconic and 
enigmatic species such as salmon, sea trout, 
eels and sea lamprey spend a considerable 
amount of their lives in the world’s oceans 
and are heavily affected by factors like 
over fishing at sea and climate change. For 
thousands of years, salmon have used their 
‘genetic sat nav’ to return to the becks of 
their birth and complete one of the most 
amazing life cycles of any species. They 
are the ultimate indicators, not only of the 
health of a catchment, but of the marine 
ecosystem, stretching from Kirkby Stephen, 
via Iceland to Greenland and back again.  

historical lEgaciEs 

People created many of the challenges faced 
by the Eden and its tributaries. In the name 
of ‘improvement’ rivers were straightened, 
land drained, bridges spanned rivers, and 
weirs were added for mills. Not all of this 
can, or should, be undone, but to restore 
the rivers to full health measures will need 
to address some of the issues that historic 
works have created. Some of the water 
bodies in the catchment are also affected 
by the run-off from abandoned mines 
or contaminated land linked to previous 
industrial activities. Farming families are 
coping with the buildings and infrastructure 
inherited from previous generations. And 
even the design of the M6 is from an era 
that makes creating filtration ponds difficult. 
The point is simple; we have to start in the 
real world with the realities of how people 
live and work in the catchment, with an 
awareness that the starting point isn’t 
a blank sheet of paper but the result of 
centuries of human history. There is no  
point being critical of the past; we have  
to work with what we’ve inherited.

we discovered that there are 
four groups of people that we 
overwhelmingly need to speak  
to, and knowing this shapes how 
you answer those three questions.  
the four groups are as follows:

1 communities 
The people who live, work and 
play in the catchment and, 
crucially, those who consume 
water from the catchment.

action – persuade lots of people 
to make little changes that add 
up to something bigger.

2 farmers 
The people who farm the  
vast majority of the land in  
the Eden catchment. 

action – secure small changes  
to many farms, and work with  
a few big farms to make some 
big changes.

3 major investor organisations 
The organisations who already 
spend large amounts of public, 
private and third sector monies 
in the catchment. 

action – nudge their  
investment towards being more 
co-ordinated to help improve the 
water bodies.

4 planners and politicians 
The organisations and  
people who shape what future 
development in the catchment 
(and, crucially, the end-user 
area) looks like. 

action – ensure that planning 
policies and implementation  
are as water-friendly and 
efficient as can be.

bad guys? good guys?

You may have noticed that three things aren’t on this list that you 
might expect if you were more familiar with other rivers – industry, 
manufacturing and power generation. That’s because the pressures 
affecting the Eden reflect the human activities in the catchment, and 
Eden is an overwhelmingly rural area dominated by farming, forestry 
and primary industries. This doesn’t mean that these are ‘bad’ 
activities, it simply means that they are what affect this catchment, 
and working with those sectors has to be the focus of this plan.

Not all of these threats are equal, and they are not constant – they 
change over time. 30 years ago the pressures were different, and 
in 30 years time the current pressures may seem equally obsolete, 
hopefully because this plan addresses the current pressures.

what impact do i  
have on the rivers? 
how do you know this 
is true, and that it isn’t 
someone else’s fault? 
ok, i get it, but what  
can i do about it?

?
our plan is based around 
answering those three questions 
to those four audiences. we will 
make our plan accessible and 
understandable to all.
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"  i sharE Ert's passion for 
consErvation, Education  
and rEsEarch and fEEl proud 
to havE contributEd to thE 
ExcEllEnt work thEy havE 
carriEd out in thE catchmEnt 
ovEr thE yEars."

  stEphaniE kErshaw, voluntEEr, 
morland bEck
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Using ACORN data on levels of affluence 
54% of residents in Eden District are 
described as ‘wealthy achievers’ and another 
28% as ‘comfortably off’; the respective 
figures for Carlisle are 28% and 27%.  
Those described as ‘hard pressed’ in Carlisle 
make up 23% of the population, whereas 
in Eden only 6% of residents are described 
this way. The economy of the catchment 
is dominated by small businesses, many 
of which are family-run, with only a small 
number of employers with more than 250 
employees. Key employment sectors are 
transport and logistics, manufacturing, 
farming, tourism and food and drink. The 
catchment has relatively low unemployment, 
but like other rural areas often has only 
modest levels of productivity, resulting in 
relatively low wages. 

 

watEr consumption  
and thE rivEr EdEn 
Around 400 million litres of water is taken 
from Haweswater every day – much of this 
is consumed by people in South Cumbria, 
Greater Manchester, Merseyside, Lancashire 
and Cheshire. For many others in the Carlisle 
area, 20 million litres a day comes from  
the River Eden at Cumwhinton and the River 
Gelt. That’s enough water being taken out 
of the catchment to fill 168 Olympic-sized 
swimming pools every single day. That’s a  
lot of water to take out of a river system. 

Abstraction from the catchment is done 
under license by United Utilities. Over recent 
years much work has been done to address 
the pressures of abstraction and move 
United Utilities towards a more ‘sustainable 
abstraction’ approach as part of the review  
of their 2015 license agreements. 

Although the summer and autumn of 2012 
will be remembered for being two of the 
wettest on record, it should be remembered 
that in the spring of that year plans were 
being made in anticipation for drought 
in Cumbria. Whatever challenges climate 
change throws at us, be they wetter summers 
or drier winters it makes good sense to 
manage uncertainty in a pro-active manner. 

wastEwatEr and  
thE rivEr EdEn
When we flush it, pour it and drain it away, 
our wastewater goes on a journey back to  
the river – which starts the moment it leaves 
our properties and enters the sewage system. 
And this wastewater has to be treated. 

Thirty years ago the heaviest pressure on the 
catchment was untreated, or insufficiently 
treated, sewage from larger communities 
finding its way into the rivers. Almost 20 
years ago a co-ordinated response was 
developed, with the utility companies 
guided by the Environment Agency. Millions 
of pounds have been invested to provide 
communities like Penrith and Shap with 
treatment works that can strip out chemicals 
that would have once degraded the rivers. 
The results are impressive – today almost 
all the larger communities have efficient 
wastewater treatment works. 

Today the problem lies with the smaller 
unsewered communities, many of which 
have inferior or poorly maintained septic 
tanks or treatment works. In the future these 
should be the areas of focus to increase the 
uptake of First Time Rural Sewage schemes 
and encourage proper maintenance of septic 
tanks in areas where population and tourism 
growth is planned.

why doEs thE community 
mattEr for thE plan?
Everyone in the catchment community 
has a role to play. Even though a lot of the 
Eden catchment has a very low population 
density there are still around 150,000 
people living here and seven million visitors 
each year. On top of this, pressure is put 
on the catchment because it supplies water 
to the rest of North West England through 
the Haweswater/Ullswater system. Those 
delivering conservation objectives through 
land use change need to deliver multiple 
benefits to help build resilient climate 
change communities – prevention is better 
than cure.

a pEoplE's catchmEnt 
plan will bE about how 
wE can makE thE EdEn and 
its catchmEnt bEttEr for 
wildlifE, rEcrEation, bEttEr 
for producing sustainablE 
amounts of clEan watEr  
and morE bEautiful. this 
is about crEating a bEttEr 
placE to livE and work. 
Whether you live here, work here or are 
just visiting the catchment, you may have 
a negative impact on its water or ecological 
status. That’s you and me. We all use water, 
more than you might think.

ovErviEw
The Eden Valley is home to a wide array  
of different communities, from larger urban 
communities like Carlisle city (population 
70,000) to market towns like Penrith 
(population 14,700), but many people live 
in small rural communities or in isolated 
dwellings with a few houses. Overall the 
catchment has one of the lowest population 
densities in the UK, with just 0.2 people  
per hectare in Eden District, rising to one 
person per hectare in Carlisle district. Many 
small rural communities have not grown,  
but Carlisle district’s population has grown 
by nearly 7% since 2001 with further  
growth predicted. 

what thE  
communitiEs say
Eden Rivers Trust has already consulted  
over 1,000 people and asked them for  
their views. We asked “Why do you care 
about rivers?” A tiny percentage (about 1%)  
of those asked said they didn’t care about  
their river, another tiny percentage (c.4%) 
were too shy, busy or disinterested to  
speak to us at length, but approximately 
95% were positive about their river –  
and their enthusiasm was infectious  
and extremely encouraging. 

The people of Eden told us they cared 
about rivers for four relatively simple and 
overwhelming reasons: wildlife, recreation, 
utility and aesthetics. In fact, 95% of 
respondents listed one or more of these  
four reasons. The key point of note is that 
what the people of Eden care about sounds 
very different to the technical concerns  
of the Water Framework Directive. Of the  
1,000 people we consulted no-one spoke of  
‘diffuse pollution’ or ‘modified water courses’.

We asked “What do you think is the biggest 
threat to the Eden?” Pollution was the 
answer from 79%, citing farming, domestic 
and industrial sources. Litter scored 18% 
with invasive species coming a close third 
at 12%. Interestingly, people ranked 
themselves at fourth in the impact table at 
11%. Issues such as climate change and 
flooding were mentioned but only in around 
5% of responses, perhaps reflecting the 
sense that individuals feel powerless to solve 
these issues alone. Again, no-one really  
used insider jargon like ‘diffuse pollution’  
or ‘phosphates’. 

it would take the residents 
of eden 27 years to drink 
the volume of water in lake 
ullswater but it would take 
the population of greater 
manchester just 1.5 years 
to drink the same amount.

there are more than  
150,000 people living  
in the eden catchment.
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Our final question was “How do you think 
you could help to save your river?” Most 
people were unsure what they could do to  
help but the overwhelming majority thought 
they could and should be doing something 
– 55% stated they would like to get involved 
with direct conservation tasks on the river 
and 19% stated that they would reduce  
their ‘water and chemical footprint’ at home.  
28% felt that the key to saving a river was 
to raise awareness and getting the messages 
out early to primary and secondary school 
age groups.

Our consultation found that very few people 
understand where their drinking water 
comes from, where their dirty water goes, 
or how they personally impact on the river 
system – in the past we haven’t had to think 
about it. A key finding of our research has 
been that the future health of the Eden 
and its tributaries may be dictated by how 
people use water far beyond the immediate 
catchment area; an effective catchment plan 
for the Eden needs to reach lots of people 
who may live a long way away and may not 
realise they affect our catchment.

how arE wE going to  
work with thE community?
We will involve the community with the 
development of the plan. A series of local 
community consultation events will be 
publicised over the next two years to share 
updates on the status of their river, the local 
pressures identified by the experts, and the 
proposed local solutions. We know that our 
98 desk-based studies are just the beginning 
of the process, and that any analysis of 
a river is partly a best guess in an office 
building until the local community have had 
their say. This plan won’t work if it's just 
experts telling everyone what’s wrong and 
what we all need to do. There are no greater 
experts on the catchment than the people 
who live, work and play in the catchment. 
That's you and me, so we all have to step  
up and have our say.

read 'making it happen: the next three years' 
use less water in your day-to-day lives 
take part in our community consultation
tell your local politicians and authorities that 
you want green cities and towns
get involved in the cherish eden project
enjoy the river responsibly
include the river in arts and cultural projects
‘health check’ and maintain your septic tank 
apply for a first time rural sewage scheme
include river-based learning in the curriculum
support water-friendly businesses and products
support water-friendly tourism businesses
produce an independent fisheries plan

 7 million pEoplE 
 visit thE catchmEnt 
 Each yEar, spEnding 
 nEarly £600 million, 
 and sustaining morE 
 than 8,800 Jobs in thE 
 tourism sEctor.

 thE population of thE 
 catchmEnt is sEt to 
 grow by morE than 
 20,000 pEoplE – this  
 will rEquirE 800 olympic 
 sizEd swimming pools 
 of Extra watEr pEr yEar.

 unitEd utilitiEs has 
 rEcEntly complEtEd 
 six ‘first timE rural 
 sEwagE’ schEmEs at 
 a cost of £25.6 million.

what 
we want 
communities 
to do
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“  thE EdEn pilot has hElpEd us all 
considEr diffErEnt pErspEctivEs 
on issuEs that wE havE workEd 
on for many yEars, and with that 
nEw undErstanding collEctivEly 
dElivEr bEttEr ways to improvE 
thE EnvironmEnt without having 
an impact on thE local Economy, 
of which farming is a kEy part.”

  JErEmy wEstgarth, arEa EnvironmEnt managEr 
cumbria, EnvironmEnt agEncy with rob fawcEtt  
at littlE blEncowE farm
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farming is a kEy part of 
thE Economic, social and 
cultural idEntity of thE 
catchmEnt – sustaining  
Jobs, producing high quality 
food and high quality 
brEEding stock, and a rangE 
of Eco systEm sErvicEs. 
Of the 550,000 acres that make up the 
catchment, 97% are farmed, and the health 
of the river is affected by the activities that 
take place in the catchment. Unfortunately, 
some farming practices can negatively 
impact on the river – and the problem is 
less about major pollution incidents from 
farms (thankfully relatively rare), than the 
cumulative impact of too many phosphates 
in the river, drainage, overgrazing riverbanks, 
or siltation from the way land is farmed or 
grazed. Because each farm’s impact may be 
small on its own, many farmers are genuinely 
surprised that they collectively might be 
creating a larger problem. 

The bottom line is that this is 
overwhelmingly a farming landscape, and 
if we are to make a difference we need to 
find ways to help farm businesses to make 
changes. This plan is not about ‘farmer-
bashing’, it's about how we help the industry 
to bring about environmental changes to the 
catchment, at the same time as they fight  
to remain productive and profitable.

ovErviEw  

The Eden landscape ranges from very 
extensive, high conservation value heather 
moorland and fell to intensively farmed and 
incredibly fertile, deep-soiled grade 2 arable 
land. In the upland areas of the Lake District 
and the North Pennines, sheep farming and 
some cattle farming are the dominant farm 
types. 900,000 sheep live in the valley and 
the annual ‘Harvest of the Hills’ mule sheep 
sale at Lazonby is one of the largest breeding 
sheep sales in the UK. The management of 
sheep in the uplands is also of great cultural 
significance, with local dialect finding its 
roots in ancient sheep farming terminology. 

The fertile tracts of lowland farmland in 
the valley bottom are home to one the UK’s 
most important milk fields, with the fertile 
soil and adequate rainfall making the valley 
a supreme grass growing area. Combined 
with the location of the valley in terms of 
logistics, this makes it ideal for dairy and 
beef production – it’s home to well over 
200,000 head of cattle. 

The Eden Valley farming community is still 
dominated by family farms. The skill and 
dedication of the Eden Valley’s stock men 
and women is evident in the fact that some 
of the highest prices achieved for livestock  
in the world are for stock that has either 
been bred in the Eden or been purchased  
by Eden-based farms. Farm businesses make 
up over 30% of the valley's VAT registered 
businesses and, although farming is not the 
huge industry it once was, agriculture is still 
an important contributor to the economic 
and social health of the whole community.

farming in the Eden, like anywhere in the 
world, has been and will continue to be a tough 
way to make a living. however, the commitment 
of the Eden’s farming families to stay the 
course in farming for many generations should 
give us confidence that they will be ready for 
the next challenge, producing food profitably 
whilst protecting our rivers and water supplies 
for wildlife and for people living in the valley 
and beyond.

why do farmErs mattEr  
for thE plan? 
The way we manage the land has a profound 
impact on the catchment landscape and 
the rivers and streams which drain it. At its 
most basic, the landscape is a huge filter 
for rainwater and how the land is managed 
affects the route that water takes through 
the landscape, how quickly it moves, what 
it picks up or deposits along the way, and 
ultimately what ends up in the river. 

Here are just some of the ways in which 
farming practices and the chemicals, 
nutrients, and waste the industry uses  
and produces can affect our rivers.

there are more than  
2,000 farm holdings  
in the eden catchment. 

the evidence that poor 
farming practices cause 
significant and negative 
impacts was greeted 
with a mixture of super-
scepticism, genuine 
interest and debate. 

nutrients found in fertilisers, slurries and 
manures, like phosphates and nitrates, help 
crops to grow, but if washed into the river 
encourage algae to flourish.  
small quantities of silage effluent can deplete 
oxygen in the water, damaging wildlife. 
ammonia in animal waste is toxic to fish. 
pesticides can be lethal to fish and invertebrates 
and even very low concentrations can impact 
drinking water.
soil and silt washing in from land can rob 
riverbeds of oxygen and suffocate invertebrates 
and fish eggs.
overgrazed river banks lacking vegetation  
and trees are poor for wildlife habitat.
river straightening, inappropriate bank 
reinforcement and clearance of ditches  
has led to a loss of habitat diversity. 
pipe bridges, culverts and fords restrict the 
migration of fish through our river system.
compaction of soil impedes the water flow 
through the soil, reducing water storage, 
increasing surface run-off and speeding  
up river level rise during heavy rainfall. 
natural features like hedgerows and wetlands 
have been lost to intensive agriculture. 
farming has a pr issue. our consultations 
suggest that poor farming practices are seen as 
a key source of river pollution. other industries 
react very quickly to negative public opinion, 
farming should be no different.
 

what thE farmErs say 

Eden Rivers Trust has worked with farmers 
for over 15 years. Throughout 2012, we 
spent a lot of time talking to them about 
WFD and this plan. We attended agricultural 
shows, food events and established a Farmer 
Think Tank with representatives from across 
the industry. What farmers told us is critical: 
about half had not heard about WFD, and 
few understood its potential impact. There 
was also a feeling that there was no real 
partnership between farmers and catchment 
managers. The messages from the Think 
Tank were as follows:

demand for more knowledge about  
what wfd means for farming businesses.
acknowledgment that farming contributes  
to problems and has to be part of the solution.
demand for evidence of farming impacts   
to aid decisions on remediation and mitigation.
agreement that farming solutions should  
be proportionate to the farming impact.
agreement that incentives are critical and  
that agri-environment/other grant sources 
should be better co-ordinated to deliver wfd.
concerns about the ability of some farms  
to make major capital investment, and the  
need to recognise different priorities because  
of farmer age, succession, etc.
demand to see best practice on commercial  
farm businesses to provide credibility, along 
with local forums to make wfd relevant.
widespread agreement that when all reasonable 
measures have been exhausted, regulation and  
a ‘big stick’ approach was necessary.
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how arE wE going to  
work with farmErs?
Until very recently it was difficult because 
the evidence and analysis for the catchment 
did not provide very clear or convincing 
answers. We knew that we had too many 
phosphates or too much siltation in various 
water bodies, but we weren’t able to say how 
much this was caused by the way the land  
is managed. 

But the evidence, and most importantly  
its accessibility, is improving by the day, 
thanks to good work by the Environment 
Agency, encouraged by the work of this  
plan. A source apportionment tool has  
been developed, which allows us to identify 
what the sources of chemicals are likely  
to be and to what extent. The early outputs 
of this have been very impressive and 
models for phosphate and nitrate are now 
available. These clearly show the large and 
cumulative effect that farming makes to 
the loadings of these nutrients throughout 
the Eden, compared to other contributions 

from sources such as Waste Water Treatment 
Plants and septic tanks. In many cases 
United Utilities has delivered, or has plans 
to deliver, multi-million pound programmes 
of investment to upgrade Treatment Plants 
and first time rural sewage in villages.

The source apportionment evidence was 
welcomed by members of our Farmer Think 
Tank, despite the challenging findings.

by participating in the think tank farmers will 
help to set the strategic agenda for catchment 
management in a way that works for the 
environment and the rural economy.

become a water-friendly farm business
ask for an ert or catchment sensitive  
farming advice visit
take part in our community consultation
join the farming think tank dialogue on  
how post cap reform agriculture and  
agri-environment schemes could work
get involved with the eden evidence & impacts 
forum to identify the impacts of farming  
and develop sustainable win:win solutions
demonstrate water-friendly improvements 
on your farm to other farm businesses and 
policy makers/catchment managers

 thE sEctor dirEctly 
 Employs ovEr 5,000 
 pEoplE in thE catchmEnt, 
 and many hundrEds 
 morE indirEctly.

 thErE arE morE than 
 200,000 cattlE in thE 
 catchmEnt, nEarly 900,000 
 shEEp, morE than 30,000 
 pigs and approximatEly 
 2 million poultry.

 farm businEssEs arE 
 undEr grEat commErcial 
 prEssurE. to bE viablE 
 thEy must incrEasE 
 livEstock numbErs and 
 labour EfficiEncy. it's a 
 significant invEstmEnt 
 and an opportunity or 
 thrEat to rivErs. Ert 
 hElp makE this as watEr- 
 friEndly as possiblE.

what 
we want 
farmers 
to do
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“  thE EdEn catchmEnt has a wEalth  
of spEcial arEas that support somE  
of EuropE's most rarE and EndangErEd 
habitats and spEciEs. consErving thEsE 
for currEnt and futurE gEnErations 
rEquirEs thE support, intErEst and 
skills of a rangE of organisations, 
farmErs and thE local community.  
wE arE kEEn to work with Ert to 
dEvElop thE plan for thE catchmEnt 
and support its implEmEntation.”

  simon humphriEs, natural England 
nExt to wEt slEddalE rEsErvoir



2

1

in march 2012 wE organisEd 
a workshop for managErs 
from across public, 
privatE, acadEmic and third 
sEctors, known as thE 
'catchmEnt brains', to givE 
us thEir viEws on how wE 
could improvE catchmEnt 
managEmEnt and dEvElop  
a plan for thE EdEn.
Our best guess is that between them  
this group invests well in excess of  
£50 million annually (capital and revenue)  
to target a bewildering array of European 
Directives, agri-environment schemes, rural 
development projects, special initiatives, 
business drivers, campaigns, advice and 
regulatory activities. 

high lEvEl invEstmEnt:  
thE thrEE sEctors

 
 
public sEctor
This is mainly driven by the organisations 
collectively known as the ‘Defra Family’ –  
the Environment Agency, Natural England 
and Forestry Commission. Within these  
there are a wide range of priorities and 
funding mechanisms that can deliver  
WFD outcomes.  

EnvironmEnt agEncy 
The Environment Agency (EA) is the 
Competent Authority regarding the 
implementation and delivery of primary 
actions to meet WFD objectives on Eden. 
Many capital projects are routed via Eden 
Rivers Trust, which is able to deliver cost 
effective and efficient solutions, particularly 
those needing farming community 
involvement. Current examples of this are 
the River Petteril Evidence & Measures 
Project (£540k 2011-13) which offers 
integrated catchment solutions involving 
the farming community; and the River 
Restoration Strategy (£1.5 million 2011-
13), a collaborative project with both  
Natural England and ERT. Indirect support 
for WFD objectives comes from an extensive 
programme of regulation and monitoring 
activities for a variety of drivers including 
water quality, water resources, flood  
risk management and fisheries. This is  
co-ordinated by the EA’s Penrith Office, 
whose geographical area of responsibility  
is North Cumbria, making it difficult to 
allocate specific costs of these activities  
to the Eden Catchment. 

natural England 
Natural England (NE) manages and invests 
capital and revenue through four primary 
mechanisms:

1  management of defra Entry  
level & higher level stewardship:  
£9 million per year

2  catchment sensitive farming:  
£600k+ per year

3  additional protected area management  
/ species protection: £100k per annum

4 advisory and licensing work

Stewardship: an agri-environment scheme 
that provides funding to farmers and 
land managers in England to deliver 
environmental management. There are four 
elements, all of which are utilised on Eden. 
Entry Level Stewardship (ELS) provides a 
straightforward approach to supporting the 

good stewardship of the countryside;  
Organic Entry Level Stewardship (OELS)  
is the organic strand of ELS; Uplands Entry 
Level Stewardship (Uplands ELS) supports 
hill farmers with payments for environmental 
management; and Higher Level Stewardship 
(HLS) involves more complex types of 
management and agreements are tailored  
to local circumstances. 

Catchment Sensitive Farming (CSF): a joint 
project between the Environment Agency 
and Natural England, funded by Defra and 
the Rural Development Programme for 
England, working in priority catchments 
within England. CSF delivers practical 
solutions and targeted support to enable 
farmers and land managers to take voluntary 
action in order to reduce diffuse water 
pollution from agriculture to protect water 
bodies and the environment. 

Protected Area Management/Species 
Protection and Advisory and Licensing: 
the Eden is a Special Area of Conservation 
(SAC) and a Site of Special Scientific 
Interest (SSSI). SACs have been given 
special protection under the EU’s Habitats 
Directive. They provide increased protection 
to a variety of wild animals, plants and 
habitats and are a vital part of global efforts 
to conserve the world’s biodiversity. Natural 
England is duty bound to ensure that SACs 
are managed favourably for conservation. 
Every SSSI notification contains a list of 
potentially damaging operations. By law 
Natural England must be informed in  
writing and permission obtained before 
carrying out any of these listed operations.

forEstry commission
The Forestry Commission (FC) is responsible 
for protecting, improving and expanding 
woodlands to ensure that they can flourish 
in the face of climate change, pests and 
diseases, and to maximise their potential 
to support biodiversity, to provide other 
ecosystem services and to contribute to jobs 
and the economy. In the Eden catchment 
this is primarily delivered through landowner 
uptake of the English Woodland Grant 
Scheme, worth £1.2 million between 2009-12.

privatE sEctor

unitEd utilitiEs 
United Utilities (UU) makes major annual 
investments for both the drinking water and 
wastewater side of their business activities 
in the Eden catchment. Much of this 
investment directly and indirectly benefits 
local river water quality and quantity. 
Current investment of £47.9 million reflects 
the funding spent on projects including 
First Time Rural Sewage projects; Shap 
Wastewater Treatment Works; Briggle Beck 
Habitats Project; and improvements to 
Penrith sewerage networks.

UU’s Sustainable Catchment Management 
Programme (SCaMP) is an ongoing capital 
investment – predicted spend is around 
£4.8m to protect the Haweswater drinking 
water supply and improve biodiversity.

The Eden is also designated as a 
Safeguard Zone due to issues affecting 
raw water quality (pesticides/colour) at the 
Cumwhinton and River Gelt abstraction 
points. Action plans are currently being 
developed by EA and UU, with advice from 
Eden Rivers Trust, to inform the targeting  
of mitigation measures, advice and incentive 
schemes for landowners/managers as well  
as regulatory inspections and enforcement.
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3
third sEctor
Eden Rivers Trust delivers capital  
investment programmes throughout the 
entire catchment. Funding comes from a 
variety of routes including public, private 
and third sector funders. Projects can  
range from a one-off costing a few hundred 
pounds through to multi-year partnership 
projects with budgets in the millions. 

Programme spend has increased year  
on year and for 2013 is forecasted at  
£2 million+. In many cases this funding  
is geared and can achieve further matched 
investment of anywhere between 1:1  
and 1:5 (i.e £1 raised turns into £5).  
A minimum estimate for total investment 
unlocked by ERT’s capital could be  
£4 million per annum.

ERT works very closely with partner 
organisations to maximise investment 
opportunities. We have very strong  
working relationships with business  
critical partners including the Environment 
Agency and Natural England (including 
CSF). The development of this plan is 
also facilitating the development of new 
investment relationships with the Forestry 
Commission, United Utilities, Carlisle City 
Council, National Farmers Union, Dairy Co 
and many organisations representing the 
farming industry. Typically ERT would fund 
a maximum of 50% of capital or revenue 
costs; farm businesses would finance  
the remainder.

why doEs invEstmEnt 
mattEr for thE plan?
We are convinced (and our Catchment Brains 
are too!) that focusing on existing investment 
and making it work better and faster is a 
critical approach of this plan. It is too easy 
to fall into the ‘new resources trap’, often at 
the expense of realising the full potential of 
what is currently available. 

what thE invEstors told us
In an attempt to gain a better understanding 
of their roles and responsibilities we asked 
the group three key questions:

1  what are the key solvable issues  
facing the catchment?

2  what do solutions to these issues/
challenges look like?

3  who needs to be an active part  
of the solution?

 
During consultations with our Catchment 
Brains Group it became apparent that, whilst 
there were examples of brilliant projects 
and initiatives, there was a distinct lack of 
co-ordination of these activities between 
organisations involved in managing the Eden 
Catchment – a fact widely acknowledged as 
a major factor limiting the ability to deliver 
better and faster outcomes for both WFD  
and the Eden Protected Area. 
Encouragingly, there was a unanimous 
belief that there were several opportunities 
to better co-ordinate these activities, 
which could, and should, enable existing 
investment currently targeted at the Eden  
to work better.

how can wE makE 
invEstmEnt work bEttEr?
Our approach over the next three years 
will be to better understand all elements 
of existing investment networks, make the 
connections and to then identify any gaps.  

Our plan will drive this. It’s a definite 
challenge – it requires total commitment  
and there are no short-cuts! We have made 
some great progress with our partners but 
much work still needs to be done in terms  
of capital and revenue investment. 

We need a new approach to catchment 
management if we are to meet the 
challenges. The plan is a great start 
but it is our aspiration that, by 2015, a 
multi-organisational team will be formed, 
under one roof, to co-ordinate and drive 
progress with regard to better catchment 
management that is not just confined to 
WFD. This is very about much WFD+ and, 
most importantly, the solution should be 
to make the catchment plan hang on what 
people care about – because this is the  
best way to deliver WFD. 

We are calling for a fundamental shift in 
the working practices and culture of those 
responsible for catchment management 
on Eden. The time has come for a new 
approach if we are to Save The Eden.  

We have some of the pieces of the jigsaw in 
place in terms of skills and some high levels 
of current investment. However, the missing 
pieces are co-ordination, shared objectives, 
structure, targets and accountability. Get 
these in place and better, faster outcomes 
will be delivered.

There are major opportunities for greater 
private sector investment. United Utilities 
could become a significant investor in farm 
infrastructure. Improvement of agricultural 
practices tackles nutrient pollution at source 
as opposed to more costly treatment at 
waterworks or, in the case of pesticides,  
at abstraction points.

Lastly, there are a great many other 
organisations in the catchment whose 
operations are important to efforts to  
Save The Eden. Over the next three years 
we will engage the local political leaders, 
council officials and organisations that 
are responsible for the maintenance of 
infrastructure such as the West Coast  
Main Line, M6 and road networks. Some 
unlikely alliances will be formed if we  
are to achieve 'Good' ecological status.

join the catchment coalition, support  
the manifesto and ‘sign-up’ to provide 
meaningful staff time and funding
fully integrate and resource the plan into  
the solway tweed river basin management plan
start discussions on future investment  
in the eden catchment 
commit to and fund existing initiatives that are  
working well and shout about their success
co-ordinate delivery of investment on farms
don’t be shy of regulation and make it  
more effective

what 
we want 
investors 
to do
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“  our ambition is to makE carlislE 
onE of thE bEst placEs in thE uk  
to livE, work, invEst, visit and  
EnJoy lifE. it is a growing city,  
and making surE that its growth  
is donE sustainably and in a way 
that is watEr-friEndly is critical.”

  darrEn crosslEy, dEputy cEo, carlislE city council
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it is critical that wE usE thE 
planning procEss to EnsurE 
that nEw dEvElopmEnt in 
thE catchmEnt and End-usEr 
communitiEs is as watEr-
friEndly and sustainablE  
as possiblE.
If we want to ensure that future development 
avoids the mistakes of the past, and is built 
to cope with the challenges of the future, 
then we have to work with planners and the 
politicians who shape development policy 
and implementation. 

ovErviEw
There are plans for an additional 10-20,000 
people to live in the catchment in the next 
20 years, particularly in and around Carlisle, 
but also planned for other communities. 
Without sympathetic development, 
incorporating sustainable design, the growth 
of communities may result in more hard 
surface areas, creating more surface run-off. 
New or upgraded sewers are also needed, 
at a cost of over £1,500 per metre. Carlisle 
City Council recently published a ‘Green 
Infrastructure Strategy’ setting out how 
growth can be done in ways which build  

on its key strengths – not least its 
relationships with rivers and green spaces. 
These challenges can be met, but they 
require intelligent design based on an 
understanding of water issues. You might 
wonder how a place as rainy and wet as this 
has a water supply issue, but millions of 
people across the North West consume water 
from this catchment, and the ecological 
quality of some of our rivers is already being 
negatively affected by current abstraction. 
So, even here water is a finite resource and 
one we need to manage more carefully. 

why do plannErs and 
politicians mattEr for  
thE plan?
We could stand back, leave planners to 
publish Local Plans, and then criticise 
them for not understanding the water issues 
as well as we would have liked. But then 
the things we care about would be poorly 
represented and would ultimately suffer. 
Or, we can get involved to help them to 
understand the issues, the challenges, 
and how they might play an important 
role in the catchment plan. We will need 
to communicate clearly to planners and 
developers what water-friendly development 
looks like – so they can create plans and 
guidance that lead to sustainable and 
resilient communities. This is a process  
that works – developers now design in 
sustainable urban drainage systems (SUDS) 
because they know that planners expect it. 
We need to broaden Local Plans to include 
other outcomes that are critical to our plan, 
like developing the network of habitats,  
and reducing surface run-off. 

The key is to encourage local authorities 
to work within partnerships at a catchment 
scale (and beyond for end-user issues) to 
address flooding, abstraction and water 
quality issues. Urban areas are affected by 
issues many miles beyond administrative 
boundaries further up the catchment, 
so they have to be engaged in the wider 
catchment management planning. Planners 
and politicians are critical to effective 
catchment planning. 

Because most of our water is consumed 
outside the catchment, we also need to 
influence planning strategy across the North 
West to move towards more sustainable 
abstraction. We need a louder voice in  
every community that consumes our water.

what plannErs and  
politicians told us
We have consulted with planners and 
politicians and a simple message emerges: 
they are increasingly overwhelmed by the 
diverse and complex policy agendas they 
are supposed to control. Local authority 
resources are increasingly stretched, 
and often planners are left to react to 
development proposals with limited time 
or expertise to explore complex issues. 
The result is sometimes a sense that 
they are fire fighting, rather than making 
informed strategic decisions or shaping the 
development agenda. But planners and 
politicians cannot be experts on everything 
– they need guidance and support from 
external specialists.

how arE wE going  
to work with thEm?
The period 2013-15 is a critical one for 
our local authorities, because during that 
time Local Plans will be developed that will 
shape planning policy and implementation 
for the next 10-15 years. The driver for this 
is the Government’s National Planning Policy 
Framework, which makes clear that the 
planning system has an environmental role:

“Contributing to protecting and enhancing 
our natural, built and historic environment; 
and, as part of this, helping to improve 
biodiversity, use natural resources prudently, 
minimise waste and pollution, and mitigate 
and adapt to climate change including 
moving to a low carbon economy.”

Through this guidance planners are  
now tasked with securing environmental 
gains, where possible creating coherent 
ecological networks and pro-actively  
working to mitigate and adapt to climate 
change. Planners are tasked with "taking full 
account of flood risk… and water supply and 
demand considerations”. This is on top of 
a statutory responsibility to undertake flood 
risk assessments and manage development 
to minimise flood risk. We believe that we 
can help local authorities to meet these 
challenges and develop effective and  
water-friendly Local Plans that meet 
statutory obligations.

this is really simple: we want planners 
and politicians to embed water-friendly 
development principles and practices in 
their development control systems. we 
want local plans for the catchment and 
the end-user communities to have a clear 
focus on sustainability with regards to 
water usage, wastewater, flooding and 
river management. we then want planners 
and decision makers to ensure that the 
plans are delivered.

what 
we want 
planners 
to do
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“  unitEd utilitiEs is committEd  
to working in partnErship with 
diffErEnt stakEholdErs in ordEr  
to do our fair sharE to safEguard 
thE natural EnvironmEnt in thE 
EdEn vallEy and surrounding arEa, 
and EnsurE thE right solutions  
arE EmployEd in thE right placE.”

  kEvin sayErs, arEa businEss managEr  
cumbria, unitEd utilitiEs
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what wE don’t  
know…yEt
One of the hardest lessons we have learnt 
in the pilot year has been that we need to 
know a lot more about some key issues to 
be able to complete the catchment planning 
process. There are many variables affecting 
our 98 water bodies; from weather, farming 
practices, the age of sewage systems, and 
the recovery time after historic pressures 
are removed, that it is difficult to be sure 
whether a water body is improving, stable,  
or deteriorating. 

Stakeholders will always want to know how 
robust and accurate the evidence is. When 
people are challenged with the impacts they 
may be having on rivers, they want to be sure 
that we know what we are talking about, that 
our analysis is sound and that we have the 
evidence to back it up. People won’t accept 
evangelism, eco-idealism or faith alone: they 
want hard, factual, and proven answers, 
and then they become more willing to take 
responsibility and to act. 

Despite our enthusiasm, we have to accept 
that more research is needed to develop 
a plan that is credible, targeted and 
evidenced. There are just too many questions 
that we don’t yet have clear answers to.

limits to our 
knowlEdgE

thE big lEsson
One of our biggest achievements has been to 
explore what is and isn’t possible in terms of 
catchment planning, as well as encouraging 
other partners to provide the evidence 
needed to start this process. Learning what 
we can’t do yet has been a frustrating, but 
valuable, process.

The biggest lesson has been that you  
can’t devise a catchment action plan for 
an area as big and complex as the Eden in 
a few months from the starting point that 
existed in late 2012, when the evidence  
and knowledge base were insufficient.  
This isn’t one stretch of water, but 98 water 
bodies with many thousands of landowners 
and residents. We don’t believe that the old 
ways of planning are credible; this requires 
a process that people can engage with over 
three years, that is open to all. Having the 
courage to say this is something new.

We believe that to plan effectively for 2027 
you need to pause, think about the long-
term processes and structures, and start to 
plan accordingly. So, this isn’t a technical 
plan that tells everyone what to do in 
2013-15, it is about looking further ahead 
and starting to think about how we change 
some fundamental things in the catchment. 
We have to step back from the immediate 
concerns and constraints and look at the 
bigger picture.

That doesn’t mean that we all stop trying to 
make things better in the next three years, 
far from it in fact. But if we focus too much 
on short-term delivery we miss this critical 
opportunity to think about the big changes. 
We would suggest that our proposed, robust 
structure for long-term change will also help 
stakeholders to add value to initiatives in the 
next three years to December 2015.

how thE plan 
will work

the plan 
will emerge 
through the 
following 
process…

desk-based  
studies 
 almost  

done

detailed  
report 

not 
started

peer  
reviewed 

started 
modestly

dbss  
summarised 

to do 
in 2014

the  
plan 

signed up 
to in 2015

ground- 
truthed 

not 
started

98 desk-based 
studies (dbss) as the 
basic building blocks

dbss peer reviewed 
by key stakeholder 
organisations

these are then  
ground-truthed by the 
appropriate experts

the tested dbss go 
out for widespread 
consultation with 
local communities

a detailed report on each water body 
identifies the current status, reasons  
for failure, pressures, peer review input, 
community input, potential solutions,  
costs, timescales, responsible persons 
/organisations and timescale for reaching 
good or high ecological status

dbss summarised 
in the catchment 
action plan to 2027

this plan will  
become the defining 
plan to achieve wfd 
targets by 2027 

local 
consultation 

not 
started

why don’t wE know morE?
The data we have on our rivers are periodic 
snapshots in time at specific geographic 
locations and, if we are lucky, they produce 
consistent data on key issues for several 
years. The resulting evidence tells us many 
valuable things, but it is also extremely 
limited. The monitoring regime does not 
measure the impact of different individual 
businesses or allow us to pinpoint the cause 
of the pressures, simply that they have 
happened somewhere above the monitoring 
point. To be sure of our conclusions we’d 
need to monitor many more things in the 
catchment – and the experts would love to 
do this. So, one of the key challenges for the 
plan is to reduce the number of ‘grey’ areas 
and shed light on the key issues. 

but wE can’t wait for  
‘pErfEct’ EvidEncE
We have to face the fact that the evidence 
will never be perfect, complete, or beyond 
challenge. That’s just not how river science 
works; it will always be about making 
judgments based on the best available 
knowledge. However, we do know enough  
to have credible working assumptions. But 
we have to make the evidence as good as  
we can with the resources we have, and 
agree some basic assumptions that are 
credible enough to drive forward our actions. 

The good news is that the evidence is getting 
better – late in our pilot year we had the first 
indication of ‘source apportionment’ in the 
catchment for each water body. This enables 
us to say with some confidence how much 
of the problem, e.g. phosphate on any given 
water body, is caused by sewage or the way 
the land is farmed. The reaction from our 
Farming Think Tank has been fascinating 
and, whilst it reveals that farming is a major 
source of the pressures, the group’s reaction 
was extremely pragmatic and responsible. 
We have to keep listening to key stakeholder 
groups and work with them to improve our 
evidence and understanding. 
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whEthEr thE plan  
to savE thE EdEn is  
a good plan dEpEnds 
on whEthEr you – and 
hundrEds of othEr 
pEoplE likE you – hElp 
us makE it bE what it 
nEEds to bE. wE want 
you to takE thEsE 
critical stEps…

how do wE know 
if it’s working? 

what do 
wE want 
you to do?
wE can all makE  
changEs for thE bEttEr
We all need to look again at our impacts 
on the river, and start to make changes to 
reduce these where possible. If you are a 
business, farmer or landowner then get in 
touch and we’ll come and help you assess 
the difference you can make, starting now. 
We might even be able to find investment 
to help you make changes. This is not about 
catching people out; it’s about working 
together to nudge things to a better place. 
If you are an organisation that invests in the 
catchment then we want to talk about how 
your investment can make things better – 
through partnership we can make existing 
investment do amazing things. And finally, 
communities are crucial – we will take the 
plan on the road to people.

what’s nExt?
The next three years will see us take the 
draft plan out on the road. We will subject 
the Environment Agency’s evidence and 
desk-based studies to the scrutiny and 
review of local communities and businesses. 
If we invite you to take part in this process 
please do. If we don’t, then you have our 
permission to pester us about why not!

After three years the plan will genuinely 
be OUR plan. Each local area of Eden will 
have a simple plan that has been approved 
by local people, based on local knowledge 
and awareness (as well as the best science 
and expertise available). This plan really is 
important – it will direct the investment of a 
range of organisations towards your river and 
its hinterlands for the next decade or more.

4.  
tEll us what 
should happEn  
on your strEtch 
of rivEr to makE 
it bEttEr 

2.  
attEnd our 
consultation 
EvEnts and  
rEviEw thE plans 
that covEr your 
local strEtch  
of rivEr

3. 
talk to us  
if you nEEd 
advicE or hElp 
with potEntial 
solutions

1.  
start to think 
about your, or 
your businEss’s, 
impact on  
thE rivEr

Produce and launch a Manifesto  
that engages and inspires new and  
existing audiences.

Secure formal Defra Family support for 
the manifesto and ‘sign-up’ to provide 
meaningful staff time and funding to 
support development of the Plan to 2015.

Form the Coalition, four Audience Working 
Groups and the Evidence & Impacts Forum. 

Deliver short-term actions outlined in  
‘Making it happen: the next three years’.

The Eden Plan will shape and inform the 
Environment Agency’s statutory obligation 
to produce an updated River Basin 
Management Plan by end of 2015, known 
as ‘Second Cycle’. In many respects this 
puts Eden ahead of the curve in terms of 
the structures the EA would be required to 
set up locally to deliver on this obligation. 
The Eden Plan will both add value and 
drive a cost effective approach to Second 
Cycle planning.

ERT will strive to secure funding  
and co-ordinate the opportunities  
and resources to manage and improve 
the Eden Catchment with our partners. 

this can be broken down further to:

februrary 2013 – response to Ea’s  
‘working together’ consultation

december 2013 – agree significant  
water management issues and set  
out a ‘pathway to good status’ with  
the Environment agency

december 2013 – agree with natural 
England which water bodies with  
protected area status drive higher 
standards than those prescribed by  
wfd (good Ecological status) 

december 2014 – submit Eden plan  
v2.0 in support of the second cycle  
(2015-21) solway tweed river  
basin management plan (first draft)

december 2015 – formal adoption  
of final plan (2015-21)

thE first  
six months...

within thrEE 
yEars...

and whilst 
all of this 
planning 
stuff is 
going on....
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prioritisE 
solutions
Asking for everything isn’t 
the best idea and it stretches 
eco-credibility. Be clear at 
a strategic and catchment 
scale where we can and 
should change things first.

 
incEntivisE 
positivE changE
It’s all about nudging the  
real world closer to the  
ideal through financial  
levers and support.

 
communicatE 
widEr and bEttEr 
Be honest, get rid of all 
the jargon and target your 
messages based on the 
audience, not the issues  
or pressures.

 
partnErs dElivEr 
to thEir strEngths
Find out what they’re good 
at and stick with it. It’s not 
replacing individual efforts 
but adding value to them.

 
catchmEnt scalE 
partnErships
Strategic joint efforts and 
investment, at the public, 
private and third sector  
scale, will help to achieve 
your goals. 

 
sEt clEar  
targEts
What are we aiming for  
and by when? Think about 
the present day to 2027.  
It must be clear what needs  
to change and when it  
needs to happen.

 
clEar 
commitmEnts 
Partners need to commit  
staff time and investment  
to make the plan work.

  
honEsty 
milEstonEs 
Commit to publicising your 
targets and then be judged 
against them.

 
mEasurE bEttEr  
to managE bEttEr
For effective and 
proportionate buy-in, you 
need targets and priorities. 
And for targets and priorities 
you need robust measures 
and an evidenced approach.

 
honEsty about why 
most plans fail
Institutional top down models  
just won't work. This isn't 
about any one person or 
organisation grandstanding  
or showing off.

  
darE to do it 
diffErEntly
The partnership behind this 
process of change needs to  
be bold enough to look at 
new and different ways of 
delivering solutions.

 
listEn morE,  
listEn wEll
The people and businesses  
in the catchment are the  
key to success, listen to  
what they have to say.
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Thanks musT go To The 
following who have provided 
us wiTh financial supporT, 
inspiraTion, wise words, advice, 
daTa, feedback and even The odd 
awkward quesTion... 

...buT mosT imporTanTly for 
‘keeping The faiTh’ and sTicking 
wiTh us over The lasT year!

we owe you all a huge  
debT of graTiTude.

simon Johnson  
direcTor, eden rivers TrusT

rebanks consulting, James Rebanks.  
creative concern, Chris Dessent,  
Neil Frost, Rebecca Nicholl, Claire Bend.  
photography: Jill Jennings (Charles Rangley-
Wilson, The Next Three Years, page 14), fog 
farm, kirkoswald, James Raine. castlesteads 
farm, The Gibson Family. little blencowe 
farm, Rob Fawcett. hilltop organics, Kevin 
Beattie. national farmers union, Helen 
Forrester. dairy co, Laura Teesdale.  
national centre for The uplands, Julia 
Aglionby. lancaster university, Professor Phil 
Haygarth. newton rigg college, Wes Johnson, 
Jonathan Fisher. lowther estate, Richard 
Price. brakenburgh estate, James Turner. 
cumbria farmer network & herdwick sheep 
breeders association, Will Rawling. cumbria 
farm environment partnership, Paul Arkle. 
h&h land & property, Andrew Jamieson. 
carlisle city council, Darren Crossley.  
eden rivers Trust, staff and trustees.  
 

environment agency, Jez Westgarth, Andrew 
Seward, Trevor Marsh, Dave Baxter. natural 
england, Simon Humphries, Chris Turner, 
Maggie Robinson. forestry commission, 
Penny Oliver, Jim O’Neill. united utilities 
plc, Jo Harrison, Kevin Sayers, Martin 
Williams, Ian McCoy, Paul Philips, Kate 
Snow, John Gorst. cascade consulting,  
John Sanders. defra, Water Quality Team. 
The rivers Trust Martin Ross, Alistair Maltby, 
Arlin Rickard. river eden & district fisheries 
association, Mike Ashwin. The stars of our film 
Sarah Littlefield, Adam Wellings, Elizabeth 
Allnutt, Robert Warburton, Ian Gregg, Mike 
Grimes, The Kids of Morland School and 
Head Teacher Mrs Anderton, Rob Kite (for 
waking up alive each morning – best line 
we’ve heard all year!). The 1,200+ people  
who have watched the film, the 1,000+ folks 
that we’ve consulted this summer, and our 
700+ followers on Twitter. 
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